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“You will know a word by the company it keeps.”
Association measures how likely terms are to occur together 
by chance.
Semantic because we are measuring meanings and concepts, 
not the words themselves.
Bigrams used to model semantic association of concept pairs. 
These are pairs of symbols that are immediately adjacent in 
some string of symbols. For example, ”these are”, ”are pairs”, ”
pairs of”, and so on to until ”of symbols”.
UMLS::Association extracts CUI bigrams from MetaMap 
output to build a database for calculating statistics of CUI 
associations.
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Natural Language Processing Lab
Department of Computer Science
UMLS
It’s impossible to keep up with every 
paper published for your field.
Great discoveries come from connecting 
ideas between fields.
How to automatically find unexpected 
links between research areas?
What if researchers use different words 
to describe the same thing?
Unified Medical Language System
Created by National Library of Medicine to aid in indexing and 
retrieving millions of research and clinical studies.
Metathesaurus assigns words and phrases to Concept Unique 
Identifiers (CUIs).
MetaMap breaks text documents into utterances (sentences and 
titles) then breaks those down into phrases and provides 
possible mappings of CUIs to each phrase. 
Example MetaMap results for an article title (simplified!). Note 
“general practice patients” maps to two different CUI pairs and 
three different mappings for “smoking”.
MetaMap
LUI LUI LUI
CUI CUI CUI
Lexical Unique Identifier
LUI
Concept Unique 
Identifier
CUI“words”
"General practice patients--their readiness to quit smoking."
General practice 
patients
C0015607 C0030705
C0086343 C0030705
readiness to
C1318963
quit
C0748223
smoking
C0037369
C0453996
C1881674
Statistics calculated from contingency table based on:
-     count of bigram
        total count of first CUI being observed as first CUI
        total count of second CUI being observed as second CUI 
        count of all CUI bigrams 
How it Works
MetaMap CuiCollector.pl
CUI Bigrams 
Database
Utterances
Phrases
CUIs
Corpus of 
Research 
Papers
LDL 
Cholesterol
Statins
Ezetimibe
Atherosclerosis
Heart 
Disease
Triglyceride
Directed graph representation of documents. 
Provide windowing, higher n-gram, and other processing features 
in terms of simple graph operations.
Interactive web interface.
Easy to use and install locally so labs can explore concept 
associations on a corpus of full text articles. 
Intuitive graph visualization of concept associations.
Phrase 1 Phrase 2 Phrase n
Incorporation into larger systems for literature based 
discovery and information retrieval.
Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation of provided statistical tests against human 
labeled relatedness scores. Compare to correlation scores of UMLS::Similarity.
